
Living Room
Mini Golf

DIY

SCORECARD

Make scorecards
Write your names in one column, the 
number of holes you made in the 
other columns, and a total 
column at the end. Then get 
ready to win! 

Choose your club

by

4
Build it! 
Be sure to use tape to secure 
the “holes” in place. 
Pro tip: Place candy or change 
in the cups as a fun reward! 

3
5 Start playing!

It’s game time! Have fun playing 
and adjust the course as needed. 

Pro tip: Make each player spin around
3 times before their turn to make it harder. 
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• Place stu!ed animals at     
  each hole for a zoo theme
• Transform yoga mats into     
  challenging hills
• Get musical toys and        
  instruments for a fun twist

1
Sketch your 

golf course
Get the whole family

involved in coming up

with creative ideas!

Pro tip: Make each

hole gradually

more challenging. 

Finish

Start Gather all your items 
Ideas for course obstacles: 
• Use canned veggies with boxes on top
• Grab some books for ramps and barriers
• Turn empty cartons into tunnels
• Build speed bumps and towers with LEGOS®
• Use toy race car tracks for hills and ramps



Save the Sea Turtle!
This little hatchling is the rarest species of sea turtle called the Kemp’s Ridley, 
often found on Galveston Island. She’s new to the world and needs help 
finding her way to the ocean! Solve the maze to help save the baby sea turtle.



Sandcastle Creations
Each summer, people flock to Galveston to compete in creating some of 
the most amazing sandcastles you’ve ever seen! See if you have what it 
takes to win the Golden Bucket Award with your very own work of art.



Orange Lake Resort 
Crossword Puzzle
Find out about all the fun you can have at Orange 
Lake Resort by solving the crossword puzzle! 

Down
1. Where you’ll find the HIPPO® 
2. Stop by for fudge
4. Name of the kids’ club alligator 
5. Giant waterslide
8. Level up here

1.

2.

5.

7.

4.3.

6.

8.

9.

10.

Across
3. The best flavors of Key West
6. Hole-in-one fun
7. Cheesy deliciousness
9. It’s all in the hips
    Float on by10. 

Answer Key 1. FunZone | 2. Marketplace | 3. Breezes | 4. Swampy
5. HIPPO | 6. PuttPutt | 7. Pizza | 8. Arcade | 9. HulaHoop | 10. LazyRiver
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River Island
Rapids Run
Our lazy river has many curves and turns just like this 
winding maze! See if you can find the rapid that’ll lead 
you to the finish line. 



Ice Cream Cool Down
Want to know the best ways to cool down on a hot Florida day? 
Ice cream and a dip in the pool. Luckily, Orange Lake Resort 
has both! Color your favorite ice cream flavors. 



Discover the Western Frontier
The west is full of vibrant colors and resources. Bring this desert 
scene to life by adding some color of your own! 



Summerize Your Suitcase
Time for a summer vacation! Let’s decorate your suitcase 
with all the things we love about summer getaways. 



Fun
Travel
Roadtrip
Family
Joy
Swim
Play
Adventure
Camera
Holiday

Away We Go 
Word Search
Some of our favorite things about going on vacation are 
hidden in this word search puzzle. Can you find them all?  



Mountain Adventures
The mountains are home to rich wildlife and fun 
adventures. Add some color to this picturesque 
mountain scene! 



Just Horsin’ Around
Meet Patches, one of our favorite horses at Piney 
Shores Resort in Conroe, Texas. Color Patches and 
her countryside home with your favorite colors.  
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